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i'm now wondering if its the osx i'm running. i've had this issue on both my mac mini and my macbook pro. i've got the same os (high sierra), same version and same updates (8.3.6). i'll note that my initial installation was with the low lz. the problem seems to happen more when i try to export a video. even though i've switched the export options for
full size and "any size", i'm still only able to export small videos from the player. they work on the daw but not on the player. i also have cubase 7 installed on the same hdd (same hdd number, i tried it on both) and when i go to the cubase 7 software folder and try and extract the cubase sx installer it gives me an error message that it cannot complete
the extraction as it is already being used by the installer, which seems to be the same logic as steinberg somehow knows that its already in use. is there something i can do? i also tried the m-link option a few years ago, a windows method, please google. it makes a virtual link of a folder and after that you can move the entire content to another disk. i
did this with the cubase vst sound content folder and also with the complete arturia installationwhich is i deed about 7 gbs. once youve googled how this is done it works great. and no problems with cubase future updates, because cubase still sees the original folders on you c drive, but they are now only links to the other drive. i do have a large 500gb

ssd drive for c, but i do not want to be it any bigger than necessary, because i weekly make systemcopies and the bigger the c the longer it takes to make those and the larger the backupfile will be.
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my system is a new laptop, windows 10, amd ryzen 5 2500u, 32gb, radeon rx 560 with up to 4.4ghz max load, 8gb ram, 1tb hdd. i am using cubase sx with a high end cabs, which i use to do my trainings. i also have a few vst and effect plugins. the only cubase sx related in the system folder is 88.2, cubase sx, and cubase sx-r. all the cubase sx songs
are synced to the cubase sx r- folder i am on the new cubase sx release and i think i have the latest sp update as well, but my system is up to date anyway. so what is the difference between a big cubase vst folder and a small cubase sx ones? is it the same difference as in the cubase sx program? for me its not important how many gigs its, it all

depends on what you do. i was used to make cab in cubase sx, i like it. what i have now cubase v and it is a new game. it sometimes can get a bit slow, but still very useable. after cubase v 2.2.0.33 it is very much improved and cubase v is faster than sv and sx for me. i do not think the cubase sx program has a higher overhead, the se sound engine in
cubase v is very much modified and optimized. and if you save a project you are sure that the difference will be a better file. it would be nice to have both cubase sx and cubase v in an installation and to select them under the menu in windows. sx is still a very useful program and cubase v does not have all the features of cubase sx. cubase v is a good

mix of sx and sv. ps3:vst instruments and samples are compressed (if they are from the same project) and in some cases (like drum kits) with an archive.zip extension and some additional info. samples are gzip compressed(so they are smaller than the other formats). 5ec8ef588b
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